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Abstract 
Nepomniaschy, V.A. and A.A. Sulimov, Problem-oriented verification system and its application to 
linear algebra programs, Theoretical Computer Science 119 (1993) 173-185. 
The problem-oriented verification system SPECTRUM using the set of linear algebra programs as 
the problem area is described. Its main component is a special prover which uses knowledge base 
and approximate decision procedures. To simplify the program specification, a method of loop- 
invariant elimination is used. 
1. Introduction 
Formal program verification based on Hoare’s method is successfully applied to the 
solution of both theoretical and practical problems. The main stages of program 
verification include program specification (i.e. construction of preconditions, postcon- 
ditions and loop invariants), generation of verification conditions and their proof. 
Since the verification process is time-consuming, the problem of designing automatic 
verification systems is actual [lLS]. 
In verification systems the specification stage is realized by hand, the generation 
stage is performed automatically, and the proving stage is fulfilled at interactive mode 
by making use of partial theorem-proving strategies. The automation of the specifica- 
tion and proving stages would be an essential advance in designing practical verifica- 
tion systems. 
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In many cases, preconditions and postconditions define incomplete specifications. 
So, outer loop invariants which usually are simpler than inner loop invariants may be 
related to program specifications. In linear algebra programs most inner loops are 
for-loops. The loop has the only assignment statement as its body. For such loops, the 
use is made of an invariant elimination method based on a replacement operation 
which is supplemented to specification language. The replacement operation express- 
ing the effect of for-loops is applied for representing proof rules without invariants. To 
prove verification conditions including the replacement operation axioms can be used 
describing properties of the loops. 
In this paper the problem-oriented verification system SPECTRUM using the set of 
linear algebra programs as the problem area is described. 
The main new features of the system SPECTRUM are: 
~ a simplification of program specification by means of loop-invariant elimination in 
most cases; 
_ an automatic mode of verification condition proving with the help of knowledge 
base and approximate decision procedures. 
The system consists of the following components: source language analyzer, verifi- 
cation condition generator and special prover oriented to the problem area. The 
prover can be considered as an expert system extending in an experimental process. 
The source language of the system is Pascal-based. The analyzer transforms source 
program into a tree form. Using this form the generator constructs the list of 
verification conditions with the help of a standard proof system and special proof 
rules (without loop invariants) [5-73. The special prover is a main system component 
and its description is set forth in Section 4. The specification and verification methods 
which are the base of this prover are given in Sections 2 and 3. 
2. Specification method 
A logical specification language open to extensions is used. Its formulas are formed 
from notions (functions and predicates) by means of first-order logical operations. An 
initial set of notions given by axioms can be extended in an experimental process. 
Such an approach had been employed in mechanical program verification research 
[74, 51. 
For linear algebra programs, the specification tools are narrowed down so that only 
the bounded universal quantifiers can be used and no others. The specification tools 
containing elementary functions, index sets, operations over matrices and algebraic 
notions along with the standard arithmetical and logical notions are similar to the 
ones from [S, 61. Sets of elementary functions and algebraic notions are open to 
extensions. 
A formula used for specification is constructed by means of conjunction and 
implication. Its terms are formed of constants, simple variables, two-dimensional 
arrays (matrices) and their components, elementary functions, algebraic notions with 
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the help of universal quantifiers (bounded by index sets) and arithmetic relations 
(=, #, 3, G, <, >). 
Boolean operations are denoted by A (conjunction), V (disjunction), 1 (negation), 
-+ (implication), c--f (equivalence). Let Lo be the initial value of matrix L in a program. 
Special proof rules being applied to for-loops without invariants introduce seman- 
tic notions rep and per. Proof rule for the assignment to array components introduces 
a notion upd. 
2. I. Elementary functions 
These are arithmetic functions of addition, multiplication, raising to a power, 
absolute value abs as well as bounded summation (sum(i, j,f(w)) =f(i) +f(i+ 1) 
+...+f( j)) and product (prod(i, j,f(w))=f(i) *f(i+ 1) * ... *f(j)). If i>j, then the 
summation and product functions are defined by 0 and 1, respectively; w is a bound 
variable. The following axiom is considered as an example. 
suml: j>,i + sum(i,j,J(w))=sum(i,j- l,f(w))+f( j). 
2.2. Index sets 
These are constructed from empty (E), one-element (set) and basic index sets by 
means of union (u), intersection (n) and difference ( \ ). There are five basic index sets 
describing diagonal (dig), row, column (col), rectangular (mat) and diagonal (dmat) 
bands of a matrix. 
The set row(l,m,n)={(u,v)lu=I A m< u <n} describes Ith row of a matrix 
bounded from mth to nth column. 
The set col(m,k,l)=((u,u)~r= m A k <u < 1} represents mth column of a matrix 
bounded from kth to Ith row. 
The set dig( k, 1, m) = {(u, C) 1 m - k + u = u A k d u < 1 } gives the diagonal of a matrix 
from the point of intersection of mth column with kth row and bounded by lth row. 
The set mat(k, I, m, n) = {(u, u) 1 k <u < 1 A m < u < n} determines the rectangular 
band of a matrix bounded from kth to Ith row and from mth to nth column. 
The set dmat(k,I,m,n)={(u,v)lk<u<l A m<u<n A u<m-k+u} defines the di- 
agonal band of a matrix from the point of intersection of kth row with mth column 
and bounded by lth row and nth column. 
Variables or constants k, 1, m, n are called parameters of index sets. 
2.3. Bounded quant$ers 
We use quantified formulas of the form V(u, u)ESe(u, u), where U,U are fixed 
variables, S is an index set and e(u, u) is a quantifier-free formula. Special cases are 
obtained by replacing the variable u (or u) with a constant and have the form 
VuErow(l,m,n) e(l,u), Vugcol(m, k,l) e(u,m). 
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2.4. Semantic notions 
A matrix that results from the matrix M by replacing (i,j)th component with the 
value of the expression e is denoted by upd(M, (i,j), e) [4, S]. Let rep(M, S, e(s, t)) be 
a matrix resulting from the matrix M by replacing (s, t) -component with the value of 
the expression e(s, t) for all (s, ~)ES. A matrix that results from the matrix M by the 
permutation of ith and jth rows (bounded from mth to nth column) is denoted by 
per(M, U, m, n). 
Examples of axioms are: 
REPl: (u,u)~S’ A S’cS -rep(L,S,e(s,t))[u,u]=e(u,v), 
REP2: (u, u)ES’ A S’nS=c + rep(L, S, e(s, t)) [u, u] =L[u, v]. 
PERl: (u,u)ES A row(p,r,I)nS=~~row(q,r,l)nS=~ 
+ per(L, p, 4, r, I) Cu, VI= LCu, 01. 
In spite of the fact that axiom premises can be simplified (for instance (u,u)~S is 
correct premise in REPl) axioms are placed into knowledge base in the form used by 
the prover. 
2.5. Algebraic notions 
Let sol(L[a . . b, c . . d + 11) be the column vector that gives the solution of a system 
of linear equations which is represented by the matrix L[a . . . b, c . . . d + 11. Also, we 
use other algebraic notions (unitary and inverse matrices, determinant). For example, 
we consider three axioms. 
The following axiom SOL1 asserts that the solution of a system remains unchanged 
after all elements of a row are divided by a number (different from 0). 
SOLl: b-a=d-c A a<r<b A c<l<d A p#O A QuErow(r,c,l-l)L[r,u]=O 
-+ sol(rep(L[a . . . b,c . . . d+ 11, row(r, I,d+ l), L[r, t]/p)) 
=sol(L[a . . . b,c . . . d+ I]). 
The axiom SOL2 generalizes the assertion about preserving the solution of a system 
after all elements of a row multiplied by a number are subtracted from the correspond- 
ing elements of another row. 
SOL2: b-a=d-c A adp A q<b A adrdb A (rtp V r>q) A c<l<d 
A VuErow(r,c,I-l)L[r, u]=O -+ sol(rep(L[a . . . b,c . . . d+ 11, 
mat(p,q,I,d+l), L[s,t]-e(s)*L[r,t]))=sol(L[a...b,c . ..d+l]). 
The axiom DETl represents the sufficient condition in order for the determinant of 
matrix L to be equal to 0. 
DETl: b-a=d-c A c<l<d A V’uecol(l,a-c+l,b)L(u,Q=O A 
V(u,u)Edmat(a+ 1, b,c, 1- l)L[u,v]=O + det(L[a . . . b,c . . . d])=O. 
2.6. Example 
The following program of the solution of linear equations system by Gauss’s 
method with searching the maximum row element and permutation of rows (forward 
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scheme) is considered. The system of equations is given by matrix M[ 1 . . n, 
1 . . . n + 11. If the maximum column element is equal to zero, then the boolean variable 
r is assigned “true”. It means that the value of SOL(MO) is undefined and the program 
is terminated. When the program terminates with r=false, the last column of matrix 
M is equal to SOL(MO). 
{P} r:= false; 
(invl} for k:=l to n do 
begin m:= M [k, k]; j:= k; 
{ inv2) for i:= k + 1 to n do 
if abs(M[i,k])>abs(m) then 
begin m:= M [i, k]; j:= i end; 
if m = 0 then begin r:= true; goto 1 end; 
if j( )k then 
for i:=k to n+l do 
begin z:=M[k,i]; M[k,i]:=M[j,i]; 
M[j,i]:=z 
end; 
forj:=k to n+l do M[k,jJ:=M[k,j]/m; 
for i:= 1 to k- 1 do 
for j:=n+ 1 downto k do 
M[i,j]:=M[i,j]-M[k,j]*M[i,k]; 
for i:= k + 1 to n do 
for j:= n + 1 downto k do 
M[i,j]:=M[i,j]-M[k,j]*M[i,k]; 
end; 
1: IQ> 
The program specifications, i.e. precondition P, postcondition Q and two loop 
invariants invl and inv2, have the following form. 
P:n>l A M[l . . . n,l...n+l]=M,[l..n,l..n+l], 
Q: (r-true -+ sol(M,[l . . . n, 1 n+ l])=o) 
A (r=false -+ sol(M,[l . . . n, 1 . . . n+ l])=M[l . . . n,n+ 1 . n+ l]), 
invl: n3 1 A r=false A sol(MO[l . . . n, 1 . . . n+ l])=sol(M[l . . . n, 1 . . . n+ 11) 
A V(u,u)~dig(l,k-l,l)M[u,u]=l 
A V(u,u)~mat(l,n,l,k--l)\dig(l,k-l,l)M[u,u]=O, 
inv2: invl A l<k<j<n A m=M[j,k] 
A Vuecol(k,k,i-l)abs(M[u,k])dabs(m). 
3. Verification method 
The generation of verification conditions is developed with the help of a Hoare-like 
proof system and special proof rules which are applied to loops without invariants 
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[S, 61. The proof of verification conditions is based on their normalization, approxim- 
ate decision procedures for inequality systems and quantified formulas as well as the 
application of the axioms from knowledge base. 
3.1. Special proof rules 
As an example, we give the following rule: 
{P} A{QOf+w@M, row(k,e,,e,),e(s,t)))} 
{P) A;for j:= e, to e2 do M[k,j]:=e(k,j){Q)’ 
where {P}B{Q} d enotes the partial correctness of program B with precondition 
P and postcondition Q, Q(xte) is the result of the substitution of e for all occurrences 
of x into Q. To justify this rule, the following applicability conditions are imposed: 
~ e, and e2 do not depend on M and j; 
- Q does not depend on j; 
~ if e(k,j) depends on M[a,h] then (a,b)$row(k,e,,j-1) for e,bjde2. 
Other special proof rules are given in [5,6]. According to [S, Theorem 6.11, the 
special proof rules are admissible in the standard Hoare-like proof system. 
3.2. Example 
Let us consider the example from Section 2.6. Eight verification conditions are 
generated by applying the standard proof system and special proof rules. We give two 
of them. 
ql: invl A l<k<n-+inv2(i+-k+l,j+k,m+-M[k,k]), 
q2: inv2 A i=n+l +(m#O+(j=k+invl(ktk+1,M+M,,M+M2, 
M+-Mj))), 
where 
M,=rep(M,mat(k+l,n,k,n+l),M[s,t]-M[s,k]*M[k,t]), 
M,=rep(M,mat(l,k-l,k,n+l), M[s,t]-M[s,k]*M[k,t]), 
M,=rep(M,row(k,k,n+l),M[k,r]/m). 
3.3. Normalization of ver$cation conditions 
The normalization method is developed for Boolean and arithmetic expressions. 
A verification condition is reduced to a finite number of formulas of the form 
p1 A pz A ... A pm+po (where for i = 0, 1, . , m the formula pi does not contain Boolean 
operations). Moreover, conjunction of the formulas is true, iff the verification condi- 
tion is true. 
Normalization of arithmetic expressions consists of their reduction to a canonical 
form which is an ordered sum of ordered products. 
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The normalization method is similar to one from [lo]. It will be noted the negation 
operation does not affect the normalization because the operation is applied only to 
arithmetical relations in the normalization process for linear algebra programs. 
3.4. Decision of inequality slstenzs 
Our aim is to decide quantifier-free formulas of Presburger arithmetic in integers. 
Such formulas are constructed from constants, simple variables, the addition opera- 
tion and arithmetic relations with the help of Boolean operations. Shostak’s decision 
method which allows for finding both truth and satisfiability for these formulas is 
described in [9]. In spite of the fact that the method has some shortcomings (it can 
loop for some formulas) its application has yielded good results. 
3.5. Decision procedure .for properties of index sets 
In order to recognize equality and inclusion of index sets, it is sufficient to recognize 
their emptiness. It follows from the relations S1 =SZ ++(S2 c S2 A S2 c S,), 
S1 CSZ*SI\S~=E. 
We describe a procedure to recognize the emptiness of the index set. First we define 
a transformation Tr from index sets into quantifier-free formulas of the Presburger 
arithmetic. For basic index sets, the application of Tr results in a formula that defines 
them as values of distinguished variables U,U (see Section 2.2). For example, 
Tr(col(m,k,l))=(v=m A k<u<l). Let 
Tr(S,uS,)=Tr(S,) V Tr(S,), Tr(S,nSz)=Tr(S1) A Tr(S,), 
Tr(S,\S,)=Tr(S,) A 1 Tr(S,) 
Theorem 3.1. Index set S is empty ifs the formula Tr(S) is nonsatisfiable (in integers). 
Hence, a decision procedure which recognizes the nonemptiness of set S consists in 
recognizing the satisfiability of the formula Tr(S) by means of Shostak’s method. It 
should be noted that the procedure is correct in the case when there are no relations 
between variables which are index set parameters (different from u and u). If these 
relations form quantifier-free Presburger formula Q then the formula Tr(S) is replaced 
with the formula Q A Tr(S) in the theorem and the procedure. 
3.6. Decision procedure for quantified,formulus 
The decision procedure for quantified formulas of the form V(u, u)Ee(U, v) is approx- 
imate. It consists of partial strategies which can be divided into two classes: simplify- 
ing the set S and using quantified formulas from the premise of the verification 
condition. 
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Fig. 1. Prover scheme. 
Simplifying strategies check the emptiness of the set S, the equality of the variable 
u (or u) to a constant in definition S as well as a representation S as the union of basic 
index sets (the representation is obtained with the help of special axioms). If the last 
strategy meets with success then the initial quantified formula is equivalent to 
conjunction of formulas with quantifiers bounded by these basic index sets. An 
example of the special axiom is: 
ISl: k<I+col(m,k,I)\col(m,k,I-l)=set(m,k). 
We describe two strategies using a quantified formula V(u,u)~S~e,(u,u) which is 
a part of the verification condition premise. These strategies are applied in two cases: 
S c SO (narrowing strategy) and S,, c S (extending strategy). An attempt to deduce the 
formula e(u, u) from the formula eo(u, u), is used in the narrowing strategy. The essence 
of the extending strategy is an attempt to decide two formulas: V(u, v)~S~e(u, u) and 
V(tl, u)ES\S~ e(u, u), since their conjunction is equivalent to the initial formula. To 
decide these formulas all the strategies given above are used. 
4. Automation of verification condition proving 
Two components of the system SPECTRUM called source language analyzer and 
verification condition generator are described in [7]. The current generator version 
includes the built-in check of applicability conditions for special proof rules. To this 
end, the decision procedure described in Section 3.5 is used. 
Let us explain the prover which is the main component of the system SPECTRUM. 
4.1. The general structure of the prover 
The prover consists of the following components: simplifier (SMP), solver of 
inequalities (SIN), solver of index sets (SIS), expression reductor (ERD), solver of 
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Juantified formulas (SQF), employer of linear algebra axioms (ELA), knowledge base 
:onstructor (KBC) (see Fig. 1). 
Each verification condition is simplified, normalized and transformed into a set of 
:onditions of the form P1 A ... A Pm-+PO by SMP (see Section 3.3). 
One of the following representations of P, is possible: 
_ elementary linear inequality (or equality) which contains only simple variables or 
constants; 
_ functional relation, i.e. relation which is not an elementary linear inequality and 
does not contain quantifiers and notions of linear algebra; 
~ quantified formula; 
- formula with notions of linear algebra. 
PO with premises is passed to the following modules: elementary inequalities to SIN, 
quantified formula to SQF, linear algebra formulas to ELA. The functional relations 
containing the function rep or per are proved by ERD, the relations without rep and 
per are proved by SMP. Formulas appearing in the process of proving PO (for 
instance, premises of axioms of linear algebra) are treated similarly. 
Finally, SMP gets one of the three different answers from a module which has tried 
to prove P,,: true, false or unknown which means truth, falsity or unproving the 
verification condition, respectively. In the last case the user is able to modify the initial 
program as well as extend the knowledge base using the additional entrance into 
KBC. 
Prover creates a log of the results of the verification condition proving. The log 
contains modules and axioms application sequence, and part of the source program 
corresponding to the verification condition. 
4.2. Simpl$er and expression redactor 
Besides the actions given in Subsection 4.1 SMP carries out a substitution of 
equalities, a normalization of elementary functions and a purge of the verification 
condition. The normalization of elementary functions (in the conclusion of the 
verification condition) means the application of axioms as long as conditions for 
applying them are true. The purge of the verification condition means the elimination 
of the following members: the same factors in equalities, identities and their negations, 
inequalities with the same left and right parts, such conjuncts in the conclusion which 
are identified with some premises. 
Module ERD uses axioms REPl, REP2 and others to reduce an expression 
containing functions rep and per. There are two kinds of premises of axioms: 
(1) (u,u)ES (or UES, GGS). Such a premise appears when proving a quantified 
formula with the quantifier bounded by the set S. This formula is passed to ERD from 
SQF. 
(2) S’ c S or S = E. Such a premise is passed to module SIS for proving. 
ERD applies the axioms which allow it to eliminate rep and per while it is possible. 
To finish proving, ERD is able to use SMP. 
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4.3. Solvers 
The decision method for quantifier-free formulas of Presburger arithmetic is real- 
ized in SIN (see Section 3.4) by S.G. Vorobjev. To increase the effectiveness, some 
partial decision strategies for such formulas have been realized. 
The decision method of index set properties (Section 3.5) is realized in the module 
SIS. According to this method the emptiness of the index set is equivalent to 
nonsatisfiability of the formula Tr(S) A Q, where Q is conjunction of all elementary 
inequalities and equalities Pi containing parameters of the set S. SIS passes formulas of 
Presburger arithmetic to SIN to determine their satisfiability or truth. 
The procedure defined in Section 3.6 is realized in SQF. SQF gets formula V(u, V)ES 
e(u, v) which is contained either in the conclusion of verification condition or in some 
premise of a linear algebra axiom. At the beginning SQF tries to apply simplifying 
strategies to the set S. In case of success and if the set S is not empty the formula e is 
tried to be proved by SMP and ERD (ERD uses (u, U)ES as the premise for its axioms). 
In case of failure quantified formulas contained in premises of the verification 
condition are searched in order to apply the narrowing strategy and, if impossible, 
then to apply the extending strategy. In the latter case new quantified formulas 
appear, and then they are passed to SQF. 
4.4. The application of‘axioms 
To prove linear algebra formulas, the module ELA applies corresponding 
axioms. The conclusion of these axioms has the form of equality. The result of 
the axiom application is the substitution of the left part of its conclusion by the right 
one. 
Almost each axiom satisfies the following property: 
Pr: All free variables belonging to premises of the axiom are contained in the left 
part of its conclusion. 
This permits us at first to match free variables of the left part of the conclusion 
against variables of a formula being proved. Then all corresponding variables of 
premises are just matched and, if the premises of the axiom are true, the left part of the 
conclusion is replaced by its right one. 
The axioms which do not satisfy the property Pr are treated by a partial search 
strategy. For instance, the premise of axiom DETl (Section 2.5) contains free variable 
1 which does not belong to its conclusion. To prove a verification condition q with the 
help of axiom DETl, the following strategy is used. Variable 1 is matched with 
a variable from q such that the axiom premise c < I < d can be proved. 
There are three kinds of premises of linear algebra axioms: elementary inequalities, 
quantified formulas and linear algebra formulas. They are proved by the modules 
SIN, SQF and ELA, respectively. If all premises of an axiom have been proved, the 
axiom is applied. Otherwise ELA tries to apply the next axiom. If there is no axiom to 
be applied, SMP is used to finish proving. 
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To extend the axiom system (i.e. the knowledge base) the module KBC is used 
which transforms axioms satisfying property Pr and written by the user in natural 
notation into program functions carrying out the corresponding transformations of 
formulas. Using the additional entrance, the user is able to introduce linear algebra 
axioms and axioms expressing properties of elementary functions and index sets. 
Program functions automatically created from such axioms are added to the modules 
ELA, SMP, SQF, respectively. These functions essentially accelerate the course of 
proving. 
4.5. E,xample 
The proving of verification conditions ql and q2 from Subsection 3.2 is described. 
ql is proved by SMP and SQF. SMP determines conjuncts of conclusion which either 
are identities or are identified with some premises. SQF proves the formula 
V’uecol(k,k,k) abs(lM[u,k])<abs(n/l[k,k]) 
by simplifying strategy which finds out col(k, k, k)=set(k, k). SMP is also used to 
determine abs(M[k,k])<abs(M[k,k]). 
Let us consider proving for one conjunct of conclusion of q2. This conjunct 
normalized by SMP is 
sol(M[l . . . II, 1 . . . n+ l])=sol(M,(M,(M,))[l . . . y1,l . . ?I+ 11). 
SMP passes it to ELA. At first ELA applies SOL2 (Subsection 2.5). The main premise 
of SOL2, Vu~row(k, 1, k- 1) M2(M3) [k, L.] =O, is passed to prove to SQF which uses 
narrowing strategy because 
row(k,l,k-l)cmat(l,n,l,k-l)\dig(l,k-1,l). 
After this ERD is used to prove M2(M3) [k,u]=M[k,c]. ELA transforms 
sol(M1(M2(M3)) [l . . . IZ, 1 . . . n+ 11) to sol(M3[1 n, 1 . . . n+ 11) by applying the 
axiom SOL2 two times. Finally, the axiom SOL1 (Section 2.5) is applied. 
4.6. Experiment 
The language of realization is Refal [l 11. The system runs on an IBM PC AT. The 
size of executable modules of the system is 220k, prover consists of 150k. Time of 
proving depends on complexity of the verification conditions and takes up from 
several seconds to twenty minutes. The complexity of the verification condition is 
essentially defined by a level of nesting of the functions rep and per. The conditions 
which do not contain these functions are proved very quickly. 
The system of linear algebra axioms belonging to the knowledge base describes the 
properties of algebra notions orientated towards Gauss’s method. Experiments are 
carried out with the following programs: 
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~ the solution of the system of linear equations with searching maximum row element 
and permutation of rows (forward and backward schemes); 
_ the calculation of the determinant with searching maximum column element; 
_ the matrix inversion by means of the solution of n systems of linear equations. 
The last program is more complex than others, it is a modification of the program 
described in [12]. Each of the above-mentioned programs has two to three complex 
verification conditions and full proving takes up one hour. 
5. Concluding remarks 
To simplify the time-consuming process of program verification, we propose 
a problem-oriented approach. It includes specification of languages designed for 
problem areas (i.e. classes of programs), the method of loop-invariant elimination and 
a technique for automatic theorem proving which uses the properties of problem 
areas. 
In this paper we have treated the approach for linear algebra programs as the 
problem area and described the verification system and results of the experiment. 
This verification system has two advantages over the known systems [2]: 
_ essential simplification of program specification as a result of the elimination of 
most loop invariants; 
_ automatic proving of verification conditions on account of applying decision 
procedures related to the problem area. 
To raise the effectiveness of this prover, the translation of axioms into the functional 
language Refal representation is used. 
At present we are developing the system SPECTRUM intended for verification in 
the following problem areas: compilation, sorting and file processing. 
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